Sixth Grade:
>Three spiral notebooks of your choice (LA and Math (2))
>Five “two- pocket” folders of your choice (one will be a homework folder)
>four boxes/packages #2 pencils (Will need to replenish as needed)
>Highlighters (3 different colors)
>one box colored pencils (any count)
>one basic/ inexpensive calculator
>Two reams of white copy /computer paper
>Two boxes of facial tissue
>One container disinfectant wipes
>1” binder (Band/Orchestra and Advanced math students only)
>Orchestra only, Essential Elements book 1
>Big eraser
>Deodorant to keep in gym locker and regular locker at school
>earbuds to keep at school (needs to be compatible with Chromebooks)
>Optional: pencil case for colored pencils, markers, scissors, etc.
>Optional: planner/calendar for your choice to keep track of assignments (one will NOT be provided)
>Optional:one inexpensive computer mouse
>Standard of Excellence Book 1 (instrument specific)

Seventh Grade:
>Twenty-four #2 pencils
>Blue or black ink pens and 1 red pen
>Five folders with pockets or a trapper with a filling system
>One box of colored pencils
>Basic scientific calculator
>Two boxes of facial tissue
>Two reams white copy/computer paper
>Inexpensive earbuds headphones

>One container of disinfecting wipes
>Two 1” binders
>1” binder for Orchestra and Essential Elements Book 2
>Optional: Inexpensive portable computer mouse
>highlighters, 3 different colors
>P.E. Tennis shoes, shorts/sweat or yoga pants, and a t-shirt/sweatshirt
>Optional: planner/calendar for your choice to keep track of assignments (one will NOT be provided)
>Optional: pencil case for colored pencils, markers, scissors, etc.

Eighth Grade:
>Three spiral notebooks (Math/Algebra)
>#2 pencils (replenish throughout the year)
>Four folders (for core classes)
>Scientific calculator
>Colored pencils
>One glue stick (science)
>Three highlighters (1 yellow, 1 pink and 1 green to stay in LA teacher’s room)
>Two boxes of facial tissue
>Two reams white copy/computer paper
>One black “Sharpie”
>Three composition notebooks (2 science, 1 social studies)
>Orchestra 1” binder and Essential Elements Book 3
>Two book covers (Algebra/Math & Earth science)
>One pads Post- It -Notes (Science and Language Arts)
>One container disinfecting wipes
>earbuds
>Optional: one mouse for use with laptop computer
>Optional: Planner (one will not be provided)

ID (Mrs. Olsem)
>Two reams white copy/computer paper
>Two boxes facial tissue
>Twenty-four #2 pencils (Ticonderoga are good)
>Pens
>Black Sharpie
>One box colored pencils or One box markers
>Four one-subject spiral notebooks
>Four folders matched with notebooks
>Deodorant to keep in locker at school
>Earbuds or headphones to keep at school (compatible with Chromebooks)
>One container disinfecting wipes
>One 1” binder (Band students only)
Recommended: one mouse to use with laptop computer
OPTIONAL: pencil case for colored pencils, markers, scissors, etc.
OPTIONAL:Calculator

